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Ni-Mn-X (X = In, Sn, and Sb) based Heusler alloys show a strong potential for magnetic refrigeration owing
to their large magnetocaloric effect (MCE) associated with first-order magnetostructural transition. However,
the irreversibility of the MCE under low field change of 0–1 T directly hinders its application as an efficient
magnetic coolant. In this work, we systematically investigate thermal and magnetic properties, crystalline
structure and magnetocaloric performance in Ni51−xMn33.4In15.6Vx alloys. With the introduction of V, a stable
magnetostructural transition near room temperature is observed between martensite and austenite. An extremely
small hysteresis of 2.3 K is achieved for the composition x = 0.3. Due to this optimization, the magnetic-
field induced structural transition is partially reversible under 0–1 T cycles, resulting in a reversible MCE.
Both magnetic and calorimetric measurements consistently show that the largest value for the reversible magnetic
entropy change can reach about 5.1 J kg−1 K−1 in a field change of 0–1 T. A considerable and reversible adiabatic
temperature change of −1.2 K by the direct measurement is also observed under a field change of 0–1.1 T.
Furthermore, the origin of this small hysteresis is discussed. Based on the lattice parameters, the transformation
stretch tensor is calculated, which indicates an improved geometric compatibility between the two phases. Our
work greatly improves the MCE performance of Ni-Mn-X-based alloys and make them suitable as realistic
magnetic refrigeration materials.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevMaterials.3.084409

I. INTRODUCTION

The magnetocaloric effect (MCE), the thermal response
of materials exposed to a magnetic field, is an important
magnetoresponsive phenomenon [1,2]. On the basis of this
effect, the most developed solid-state refrigeration, magnetic
refrigeration (MR), can be realized with proper magnetic
cooling cycles [3]. As a green and efficient energy conversion
technology, MR at ambient temperature has attracted a lot
of attention since the discovery of the giant MCE in the
Gd5(Si2Ge2) system, which is derived from the first-order
magnetic phase transition [4]. Both experimental approaches
and theoretical calculations have confirmed that a giant MCE
can be expected in materials where the magnetism and the
crystalline structure strongly couple [5,6]. Nowadays, a num-
ber of promising candidate materials for room-temperature
MR have been proposed, including (Mn,Fe)(P,X)-based com-
pounds (X = As, Ge, Si) [7–9], La(Fe, Si)13-based materials
[10,11], Ni-Mn-X based Heusler alloys (X = In, Sn, Sb)
[12–16], and the Mn(Co,Ni)(Ge,Si) system [17–19].

Ni-Mn-X based Heusler alloys, in which the lattice struc-
ture consists of four interpenetrating fcc sublattices, exhibit
a magnetostructural transition (MST) from the ferromagnetic
cubic austenite to the weakly magnetic martensite with a
lower symmetry [12–16,20–22]. Due to the coupling of fer-
romagnetism and ferroelasticity, multifunctional effects, such
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as caloric effects, magnetostrain effect, and magnetoresis-
tance can be triggered under external stress or magnetic field
[12–16,23–27]. From the viewpoint of the MCE, the entropy
changes of the lattice and the magnetism mainly contribute to
the total entropy change (�St ) during the martensitic transi-
tion [28,29]. The lattice part is stronger than the competing
magnetic part, which leads to the so-called inverse MCE
[12,15]. Therefore, the material cools when magnetized adi-
abatically and the entropy increases under isothermal condi-
tions. The remarkable magnetocaloric performance, together
with the reasonably good mechanical properties originating
from the strong p-d covalent bonding [30], makes the system
an outstanding magnetic refrigerant.

However, Ni-Mn-X-based materials are currently seldom
used in lab-scale MR prototypes. The main problem with
these materials is that the inherent hysteresis phenomenon
linked to the MST causes functional fatigue of the MCE dur-
ing cycling. Recently, some studies have focused on the im-
provement of the reversibility for the magnetic-field-induced
MST and the accompanying MCE in Ni-(Co)-Mn-In and
Ni-(Co)-Mn-Sn systems [31–34]. Unfortunately, the studied
compositions only show a giant reversible magnetic entropy
change or adiabatic temperature change (�Sm or �Tad ) under
a 5-T field variation or a moderate effect under a 2-T field
variation. Current demonstrators operate with an active mag-
netic refrigeration cycle using Nd-Fe-B permanent magnets
as the field source [35]. As the most expensive part, the
rare-earth-based field source should be scaled down as much
as possible, which effectively limits the magnetic field in
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FIG. 1. (a) DSC curves during heating and cooling for Ni51−xMn33.4In15.6Vx . (b) Characteristic temperatures and (c) total entropy change
during the structural transition extracted from the DSC curves as a function of the V content.

the range of 1 T [35–37]. Under this low field variation,
it appears that the MST cannot be induced completely. In
addition, this partial transition would significantly degrade in
the subsequent magnetic cycles. We should therefore aim to
achieve a sizeable and reversible MCE in Ni-Mn-X system
under a modest field change of 0–1 T.

In this work, we have investigated the MCE and its re-
versibility in Ni51−xMn33.4In15.6Vx system. By introducing a
small amount of V into the base composition Ni51Mn33.4In15.6,
the structural transition temperature (Tt ) is tuned. Surpris-
ingly, the associated thermal hysteresis can be reduced to a
very small value of 2.3 K for the sample with x = 0.3. Due
to this improvement, a reversible MCE in low field can be
obtained in both magnetic and calorimetric measurements.
Furthermore, the origin of this small hysteresis is discussed
from the viewpoint of the kinematic compatibility.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Polycrystalline samples with a nominal composition of
Ni51−xMn33.4In15.6Vx (x = 0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 1.0) were prepared
by arc melting high-purity (�99.9%) raw materials under
Ar atmosphere for four times. The as-cast ingots sealed in
quartz tubes in Ar atmosphere were annealed at 1173 K for
24 h in and then quenched into cold water. The calorimetric
measurements were carried out in a commercial differen-
tial scanning calorimeter (DSC, TA Instrument Q2000) with

heating/cooling rate of 10 K/min. �Sm and �Tad were calcu-
lated based on the specific heat measurements under different
magnetic fields by a homebuilt Peltier cell-based DSC [38].
The direct �Tad measurement using a temperature sweeping
mode was performed on a homemade device with a maximum
field of 1.1 T, described in detail in Ref. [8]. The magnetic
properties were characterized by a superconducting quantum
interference device (SQUID, Quantum Design MPMS 5XL)
with the reciprocating sample option. To further evaluate �Sm

based on the Maxwell relation, the isofield temperature depen-
dence of magnetization (M-T) curves were recorded at a rate
of 1 K/min with a field increment of 0.2 T. The temperature
dependence of the powder x-ray diffraction (XRD, PANalyti-
cal X’Pert PRO) were collected with an Anton Paar TTK450
low-temperature chamber. The structure refinement of the
XRD patterns was performed using Fullprof’s implementation
of the Rietveld refinement method [39].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1(a) shows the DSC curves for the
Ni51−xMn33.4In15.6Vx (x = 0, 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5) alloys.
The temperature marked as Ms, M f , As, and A f denote the
start and finish points of martensitic transition and austenitic
transition, respectively. All the studied samples exhibit large
endothermic/exothermic peaks during the heating/cooling
processes. The obvious thermal hysteresis (�Thys) indicates
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FIG. 2. (a) Thermal hysteresis obtained from DSC curves for Ni51−xMn33.4In15.6Vx measured at different sweep rates. (b) DSC curves and
(c) characteristic transformation temperatures under 34 thermal cycles for sample with x = 0.3.

the first-order nature of the structural transition. The relatively
small kinks above the structural transition temperature
[defined as Tt = (Ms + M f )/2 or (As + A f )/2] correspond to
the Curie temperature of the austenite (T A

C ). The characteristic
temperatures as a function of the variation in V content are
plotted in Fig. 1(b). Since the martensitic transition is sensitive
to the valence electron concentration in Ni-Mn-X-based alloys
[22], the introduction of V with less valence electrons than Ni
rapidly reduces Tt . While T A

C , which is primarily determined
by the strong nearest-neighbor exchange interactions for
Ni-Mn and Mn-Mn pairs [40], is stable due to the small
amount of V doping. In this case, the distance between T A

C
and Tt increases with increasing V content, which results
in the larger magnetization difference of austenite and
martensite. Therefore, the magnetic part in the MST and the
associated magnetostructural coupling is strengthened [41].
Consequently, due to the competition between the structural
and the magnetic contributions to the �St , the endothermic/
exothermic peaks weaken and |�St | during the transition
decreases [shown in Fig. 1(c)]. �St is calculated by

�St =
∫ A f

As

(
Q̇ − Q̇baseline

)(∂T

∂t

)−1

dT , (1)

where Q̇ is the heat flow and Q̇baseline denotes the baseline of
Q̇, which is obtained by adopting a smooth line across the
transition.

As inferred before, a low �Thys is beneficial to the re-
versibility of MCE. Here, we find that the hysteresis width
(defined as �Thys = (As + A f − Ms − M f )/2) decreases to a
low value by increasing the V content to 0.3. To eliminate
the thermal lag problems during the measurement, a precise
value of �Thys at steady state is determined by extrapolating
the results for different sweep rates toward a zero-sweep rate,
as shown in Fig. 2(a). Consequently, a �Thys of 2.3 K is
achieved for the sample with x = 0.3, which is extremely
small in comparison with other Ni-Mn-X-based Heusler al-
loys [12–16,20–29,31–34]. Due to the optimization of the
hysteresis, the sample can resist the large migration of Tt

under thermal cycles. As presented in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c),
the martensitic transitions almost overlap with each other and
the characteristic transition temperatures fluctuate only in a
narrow range over 34 cycles.

Apart from small �Thys, the establishment of a magne-
tostructural coupling is the premise of large reversible MCE.
As revealed in the M-T curves in a field of 0.01 T in Fig. 3(a),
Tt is reduced to a value below than T A

C with increasing V con-
tent. Thus, an MST with sharp magnetization change (�M ) is
observed. In the martensitic state, a magnetic disorder-order
transition is found. Additionally, zero-field-cooling (ZFC) and
field-cooling (FC) curves exhibit an obvious separation orig-
inated from the coexistence of ferromagnetic and antiferro-
magnetic configurations [42]. The obtained hysteresis widths
obtained from M-T curves in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) are consistent
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FIG. 3. ZFC and FC M-T curves for an applied field of (a) 0.01 T and (b) 2 T of Ni51−xMn33.4In15.6Vx alloys. The characteristic
temperatures-Ms, Mf , As, and Af are indicated and �Thys are listed.

with those from DSC results. It should be noted that samples
with x = 0.1 and x = 0.3 both possess a very small �Thys

of 2.2 and 2.3 K, respectively. Sample with x = 0.3 with a
relatively larger �M and lower �St , shows a stronger effect of
the magnetostructural coupling, which is more favorable for
the reversibility of the MCE [43]. Specifically, the sensitivity
of Tt to the magnetic field is about −2 K/T in sample with
x = 0.3 as estimated from the M-T curves or by applying the
Clausius-Clapeyron relation (�Tt/�μ0H = −�M/�St ).

When a field of 1 T is applied, the shift in Tt is comparable
to the �Thys in sample with x = 0.3, which indicates that
a partially reversible field-induced MST could be achieved
[33,44]. Figure 4 shows the isothermal M-B curves under
two successive 0–1 T cycles measured by the so-called loop-
method [45]. As the magnetic field is prone to stabilize the
FM state, the field-induced MST accompanied by a large
magnetic hysteresis occurs with the first application of 1 T.
When the magnetic field decreases, as a result of �Thys, the in-
duced austenite cannot transform back completely and resid-
ual austenite is preserved. As shown in Fig. 4, the “trapped”
residual austenite results in an increase of magnetization in

FIG. 4. Isothermal magnetization curves as a function of the
applied magnetic field around Tt in the field range of 0–1 T under
two magnetic cycles for the sample with x = 0.3. The measurements
are performed in the heating process.

the subsequent cycle due to its ferromagnetism. However,
profiting from the small value of �Thys, part of the sample
can transform back and forth, as indicated by the obvious
magnetic hysteresis during the second cycle. As a result, this
“untrapped” part would contribute to the reversible MCE even
under a field change of 0–1 T.

The magnetic entropy change �Sm, the crucial parameter
to evaluate the MCE, is calculated by the Maxwell relation:

�Sm =
∫ B

0

(
∂M

∂T

)
B

dB. (2)

As shown in Fig. 5(a), the sample with x = 0.3 exhibits a
positive �Sm in the MST region, indicating an inverse MCE.
In the heating process, the maximum value of �Sm reaches
7.2 J kg−1 K−1 at 279 K for a low field change of 0–1 T.
Evidently, the entropy change cannot reach the saturation
value �St under this low field variation, which manifests
that only a partial MST occurs. It is reported that the cyclic
�Sm can be estimated by the area where the cooling and
heating branches of �Sm versus temperature curves overlap
(yellow area in Fig. 5) [46,47]. The largest reversible value
is about 5.1 J kg−1 K−1 under 0–1 T field variation, which is
higher than that of the archetypical magnetocaloric Gd [3,4].
Moreover, we show the reversible �Sm under a field change
of 0–5 T in the inset of Fig. 5(a) (the details are shown in the
Supplementary Material [48]). Because a larger fraction of the
MST is involved to contribute to the inverse MCE in a higher
field, a large reversible �Sm of 18.9 J kg−1 K−1 is achieved
in a field change of 5 T at 274 K, which is comparable
with the highest value reported in the Ni-Mn-X-based alloys
[49]. Notably, a broad and reversible conventional MCE is
also present in the higher temperature range that originates
from the second-order magnetic transition of austenite. In
addition, the entropy change can be also determined by the
heat capacity curves at different magnetic fields according to
the following equation:

�Sm =
∫ T

T0

1

T
[Cp(T, B) − Cp(T, 0)]dT, (3)

where T0 is the start temperature in the DSC experiment
(242 K in this case). As shown in the inset of Fig. 5(b), the
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FIG. 5. Magnetic entropy change (�Sm) as a function of temperature for the heating and cooling processes determined by (a) the Maxwell
relation and (b) the specific heat in field (shown in the inset) for sample with x = 0.3. The yellow area represents the reversible part of the
entropy change. The inset of Fig. 3(a) shows �Sm under two magnetic cycles with a field change of 0–5 T.

specific heat curve shifts to a lower temperature range with
the application of magnetic field. The �Sm as a function of
temperature is consistent with that from magnetic measure-
ments, which guarantees the validity of the obtained entropy
change.

In order to further confirm the high degree of reversibility
for �Sm, a cyclic magnetic field was applied under isothermal
condition. The results are shown in Fig. 6(a). Before each
measurement, the sample was first cooled down to 240 K, and
then heats up to the target temperature slowly. At 278.5 K,
sample with x = 0.3 exhibits an obvious endothermic peak
when a field of 1 T is applied and releases heat after the field
is removed, which is a direct signature of the inverse MCE. In
the second field cycle, the exo-/endothermic peaks drop while
the value keeps stable during the subsequent cycles, which
indicates the presence of a reversible MCE. The so-obtained
reversible entropy change is about 4.6 J kg−1 K−1. In con-
trast, the sample with x = 0.3 shows a typical conventional
MCE at 300 K, where it releases (absorbs) heat by apply-
ing (removing) magnetic field, as presented in the inset of
Fig. 6(b).

Apart from �Sm, adiabatic temperature change �Tad is
also estimated from an indirect calorimetric method (DSC in

field), which is considered as the most straightforward assess-
ment of the MCE. As shown in Fig. 7(a), a maximum value
of −1.8 K is obtained by applying a field of 1 T. To further
investigate the reversibility of �Tad , the direct measurement
of �Tad is performed using temperature sweeping mode. The
raw data in Fig. 7(b) show that the temperature decreases
(increases) with the application (removal) of magnetic field
of 1.1 T, which indicates a highly reversible inverse MCE.
Therefore, the reversible �Tad as a function of temperature is
extracted as shown in Fig. 7(c). The largest reversible �Tad

is about −1.2 K for �B = 1.1 T around MST. This relatively
large value is ascribed to the small hysteresis and the strong
magnetostructural coupling.

In shape memory alloys (SMAs), it is widely believed that
�Thys is derived from the energy barrier for nucleation of
the new phase caused by the stressed transition layer during
the thermoelastic martensitic transition [50–52]. Due to the
existence of such a layer, the functional properties, as well as
the structural integrity, are prone to fatigue during cycling of
the external field [51,53]. A recent crystallographic theory of
martensite indicates that the stressed layer can be eliminated
through improving the geometric compatibility between the
two phases, and thereby significantly reducing �Thys [50–54].

FIG. 6. (a) Calorimetric curves (solid line) obtained under isothermal conditions with a cyclic application/removal of the magnetic field
(blue dash line) at 278.5 K. (b) �Sm in 10 field cycles of 0–1 T. The inset is the calorimetric curves under cyclic fields at 300 K.
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FIG. 7. (a) Temperature dependence of �Tad from DSC measurements for �B = 1 T. (b) Temperature versus time during direct �Tad

measurements in sweep mode for �B = 1.1 T. (c) �Tad versus temperature evolution during the temperature sweep.

In this theory, the compatibility is satisfied when the middle
eigenvalue λ2 of the transformation stretch tensor U is close
to one [50–54].

For magnetic SMAs, the strong correlation between the
hysteresis width and λ2 has been widely reported in Ni-Mn-
X-based Heusler alloys [15,16,27,33,49,55,56]. The determi-
nation of λ2 relies on the crystalline structures of austen-
ite and martensite and their lattice parameters [57]. Thus,
temperature-dependent powder XRD is carried out for the
sample with x = 0.3, as shown in Fig. 8(a). It is clear that
the dominant (110) reflection of parent phase splits into four
reflections, which is ascribed to the Bain distortion during
the martensitic transition [58]. In the refinement we identified
that the martensite and the parent austenite have a modu-
lated monoclinic structure and a L21-type cubic structure,
respectively. The trace of austenitic patterns at 250 K and
martensitic patterns at 340 K can be attributed to a residual
stress generated upon grinding the ingot into powder [54,59].
In the analysis the phase transition temperature should be
chosen such that the two phases coexist. At 270 K, the
lattice parameters are aM = 4.3358(4) Å, bM = 5.6827(7) Å,
cM = 4.3212(4) Å, βM = 92.11(5)◦ for martensite and aA =
5.9968(3) Å for austenite. Theoretically, there are 12 stretch
tensors in the cubic-monoclinic-type transition, which cor-
respond to 12 unique martensitic variants within the cubic
basis [57]. These tensors have the same eigenvalues and the
components are related by symmetry. One of these tensors is

shown below:

U =

⎛
⎜⎝

1.0223(3) 0 −0.0188(4)

0 0.9476(1) 0

−0.0188(4) 0 1.0189(2)

⎞
⎟⎠.

FIG. 8. Temperature dependence of the XRD patterns for the
sample with x = 0.3 for increasing the temperatures. The crystal
indices of austenite and martensite are indicted. The minor peak
(blue diamond) corresponds to the satellite reflections generated by
a structural modulation.
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From this tensor the eigenvalues are calculated:
λ1 = 0.9476(2), λ2 = 1.0017(5), and λ3 = 1.0395(4)
where λ1 < λ2 < λ3. Compared with other Heusler alloys
[15,16,27,33,49,55,56], the sample with x = 0.3 exhibits a
smaller value of |1 − λ2| = 1.7(5) × 10−3, which indicates a
good geometric compatibility between the two phases. As a
result, a small �Thys can be obtained, in agreement with the
model prediction.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we realized a very low thermal hystere-
sis of 2.3 K in the Ni-Mn-In-based Heusler alloys through
a strategy of introducing V. Together with a strong mag-
netostructural coupling, the reversibility of magnetic-field-
induced structural transition is improved for a low field change
of 0–1 T in the composition Ni50.7Mn33.4In15.6V0.3. Thus,
a highly reversible MCE could be fulfilled. By magnetic
and caloric measurements, a considerable reversible �Sm of

5.1 J kg−1 K−1 is obtained at 278 K for a field change of
0–1 T field variation. In addition, a large reversible �Tad of
−1.2 K is achieved for this field change. On the basis of a
crystallographic analysis, the transformation stretch tensor is
calculated, which indicates a good geometric compatibility
between the two phases in Ni50.7Mn33.4In15.6V0.3. This com-
patibility is found to be responsible for the small hysteresis.
Our work provides a feasible method for the practical ap-
plication of Ni-Mn-X-based Heusler alloys as magnetocaloric
materials.
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